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“Life is like a box of chocolates.  You never know what you’re gonna get”   
Tom Hanks in Forrest Gump 

 
For one chocolate processor, they sometimes never knew what the chocolate situation was going to be 
in their plant.  They only knew each sweet product brought its own unique challenges. 

 
One of our customers manufactures candy bars and protein bars.  Common 
ingredients include melted white and dark chocolate, caramel, liquid sugar, peanut 
butter, syrup, and some custom flavorings.  Each product presents unique 
demands in processing.  For example, one process may require a very thick and 
abrasive dark chocolate, but then very thin and smooth white chocolate for 
another. 

 
Due to these variations in product properties, choosing a transfer pump 
was a headache for the plant.  The customer had 4 different brands of 
pumps in their lines.  For each brand, they had 3-4 different sizes and 
models with different pumping capacities.  Each one had a different 
design and different spare parts, resulting in a large number of spare 
parts on stock.  And maintenance?  Maintenance was performed line-
specific since most of the pumps were not interchangeable.   It was 
simply a daily headache for the production and maintenance teams. 
 
M.G. Newell carefully studied the customer’s process requirements and specifications including 
temperature, flow rate, product abrasiveness and elastomer compatibility.  We were able to standardize 
the customer’s transfer pumps down to one brand, one model and 3 sizes to handle their entire pump 
needs.   By standardizing on the Waukesha Cherry-Burrell Universal 3 Series of positive displacement 
pumps, the number of spare items was greatly reduced since two of the 3 sizes share common spare 
parts. 

 
Also, since the pumps share a common design, maintenance has 
improved and streamlined.  Each technician can work on any 
process line and pumps can easily be replaced by a same size 
pump.   They’ve also reduced their spend on spare parts by 
reducing the number of spares in inventory.  Simply put, it’s one 
more way We Make It Work Better.             
 

For additional information, visit our websites:   
www.mgnewell.com and www.newellautomation.com. 
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